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Honorary Colonel To Review Corps
Glen Gray To Play For 1938 Taps Ball
Sargent And
Hunt Are
Vocalists

TIGER TAKES THE AIR

Corps Stages
Moonlight
Parade

The Tiger goes on the air
over station WFBC, Greenville,
Wednesday, April 20, at 4:15
P. M., presenting the first in a
weekly series of programs.
Featured by News casts and
comments on Clemson News,
the program which will probably be announced by Joe
Sherman, Clemson News Bureau director, will include music
ond other entertainment.

By J. W. Owens
With the presentation of the
1938 Year Book to the cadet corps,
the Taps staff will present the annual Taps Ball, featuring the music
of Glen Gray and the Casa Loma
orchestra Friday and Saturday,
April 22 and 23.
The series will be marked by the
presence of the lovely Taps Beauties who were selected by popular
vote of the cadets. These seven
C. B. Hutchison, Southern Disyoung ladies will preside as sponstrict Councilor for the Alpha Chi
ors at all three dances and will be
Sigma, national chemistry fraterformally presented to the corps nity, spoke at the Athanor banquet held in the college mess hall
Friday night.
Wednesday night.
WFBC Broadcasts
The Greenville News-Piedmont , During Mr. Hutchison's visit arrangements were made for the Athstation, WFBC, Greenville, will
anor's possible entry into Alpha Chi
broadcast the music of the Casa
Sigma, it was announced by Earl
Loma orchestra two times during
Ray, Athanor president.
the series. Friday night, 11:00 to
11:30, and Saturday afternoon 4:30
to 5:00.
Popular Orchestra
Glen Gray and his world famous
orchestra are well known and are
extremely popular on the Clemson
Professor S. M. Martin, head of
campus. They played for the Taps the Clemson mathematics departBall last year and were signed for ment, and Professors J. E. Hunter,
the series this year after numer- W. W. Button, G. H. Edwards, and
ous requests for their return. The E. C. Coker attended the recent
orchestra features some of the out- meeting of the Southern section of
standing stars of the musical world. the Mathematical Association of
Kenny Sargent and Pee Wee Hunt America held in Atlanta.
The conclave's principal speakare the featured vocalists. The
Casa Loma crew will play for a er was Dr. F. D. Murhahan of John
formal dance Friday night, a tea Hopkins University who told of
dance Saturday afternoon, and an "The Value of the Basic Ideas of
informal dance Saturday night.
Arithmetic and Algebra."

Hutchison Speaker
At Athanor
Banquet

Math Professors
Attend Meeting

Simmons To Speak
At Chapel Meeting
Dr. S. Simmons, syphilologist with
the South Carolina board of health,
will speak to the Clemson student
body in the college chapel Wednesday evening, April 20.
This talk is being sponsored by
the Clemson chapter of the Presbyterian Student's Association.

Lane To Speak
At Banquet
Professor John D. Lane will be
principal speaker at the tenth
anniversary banquet of Tiger
Brotherhood to be held in the college mess hall April 19.
Men on the campus who were
instrumental in founding the
Clemson leadership fraternity will
be recognized, and officers for the
1938-39 year will be elected, at this
get-together.

.

COLONEL: Prior to official moonlight parade ceremonies, Miss Peg
Williams, recently elected Honorary Colonel of Clemson's Brigade, goes
through the traditional act of donning a colonel's uniform and issuing an
order from the president's desk. Tonight at eight o'clock the Clemson
Brigade will pass in review before Honorary Colonel Williams.

Clemson Students Chemistry School
Ads Biochemistry
In Who's Who
The 1937-1938 issue of "Who's
Who Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges" recently
came from the press.
This year's issue includes the
following Clemson Seniors: F. L.
Bell, W. R. Cheves, J. W. Davis,
R. M. Denny, R. J. Farmer, E. H.
Fuller, B. S. Jordan, O. F. Morgan, E. C. Ray, E. S. Sanders, B.
N. Skardon, T. L. Stafford, A. E.
Stalvey, T. L. Stagey, A. W. Taylor, and J. C. Wilkinson. There
were two Clemson Juniors listed.
These are J. F. Baskin, and J. F.
Brailsford.

The chemistry department has
organized a course in biochemistry
to be offered for the first time next
year.
The course will be taught by Dr.
P. Carodemus and will be of particular value to the pre-medical, predental, and agricultural students.
The purpose being to give a comprehensive outlook and an acquaintance with the broader aspects of
the chemistry of plant and animal
life.
Several of the experiments required in the course have been run
in order to see the adaptability to
student work.

President Sikes Delivers Message To Students
By Dr. E. W. Sikes, President of
Clemson
The season has arrived when approximately 4,000 boys in South
Carolina are raising the question
as to whether it would be worthwhile for them to go to college.
To these boys who are completing the course in high school and are
graduating, it is a very vital question. The decision will determine
their future. Those whose parents
have attended college will be advised and urged to go. These know
what it means and are convinced
that it is the wise and proper thing
to do. These parents know by experience and their sons have grown
up in an atmosphere where it is
expected.
For those whose parents have
not had that advantage, it is a momentous decision which they will
have to work out largely for themselves. Some of these parents are
willing to make sacrifices. As one

mother said, "I am willing to sell
my feather beds and sleep on a
straw bed to send my boy." Such
ambitious parents rear ambitious
children.
»
Where the parents are indifferent, the boy must "go it alone."
Most people take out life insurance because others do, but later
they are glad they did. The same
often applies in going to college.
One may not know exactly why
he goes, but those who do go are
glad of it in later life.
No one can determine who ought
to go and who ought not to go.
Some are without ambition, but ambition may be aroused, intellectual
activity quickened, and aspiration
elevated. Some are financially unable, but multitudes of poor boys
find a way to make one. Some may
be handicapped by poor health, But
at college today students are supervised and health may be regained.
Only in college can a young man

find out the broad scope of the
technical field. This is an age of
new occupations. Every year new
vocational avenues open up. A vocation popular today may be eliminated tomorrow. For this reason
a young man should be so trained
that he can readjust himself.
A young man who has completed
the eleventh grade should seriously
consider his vocation in life. It is
unfortunate for him if he is still
floundering. This is a technical age
and will become more so.
The president of Harvard says
that more men are entering the
professions than society is able to
absorb. This does hold true in the
growing fields of technical training. There is a demand for more
trained agriculturists, engineers,
chemists, textile men, and vocational teachers. In selecting a vocation, be careful to select one that
is satisfying, not saturated, and
that has a fair prospect of earning
a livelihood.

By R. B. Marshall
With a corps of cadets depending
upon the good graces of Zeus, God
of the elements, to favor them with
a full moon, everything stands in
readiness for the annual moonlight
parade on Thursday, April 14, at
8:00 P. M.
At the command, "Pass in review," from Colonel Francis Bell,
Clemson's 1900 cadets dressed
in grey and white will parade before Honorary Cadet Colonel Peg
Williams and throngs of eager
spectators. This parade, steeped
in color and charm, has been a
feature event each year since its
beginning in 1934.
Miss Willims, 16-year-old daughter of Professor and Mrs. B. O.
Williams, was chosen Honorary
Colonel at Military Ball here recently. She succeeds Miss Katie
Beaty of Union, S. C. As in the
past, she will wear the accustomed
white uniform, white cap cover, and
white boots.
After the parade the Central
Dance Association is sponsoring an
informal dance featuring the Clemson Jungaleers and their "swing
in the modern manner." Invitations have been sent to a number
of girls at G. W. C. and Anderson College and the C. D. A. has
agreed to furnish transportation
for these girls. The Jungaleers
are at the peak of their career.
Several new numbers and novelties
have been worked up especially for
the occasion, and the band will apparently be in top form. A nominal charge of 75 cents for students
has been announced.

Clemson Host
To Social
Federation
The Clemson Social Service Club
will be host to the Social Service
Federation of the South Carolina
Colleges at its annual Spring convention April 29-30.
Dr. Howard Odum, head of the
department of Sociology and director of the institute for research in
the Social Sciences at Chapel Hill,
will address the convention Friday.
He is a well known and well
liked speaker of note. Saturday
there will be a business session and
an election of officers.
Dr. Carl Taylor, chief of the Division of Population of the U. S.
Department of Agriculture, has
been invited to address the convention April 30..
Representation at the meet will
be statewide.
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Leading Organizations Represented At Clemson
Yearbook To
Be Presented
April 25

Honor Groups
Open To
Students

Tom Stanley, editor, has announced that the 1938 Taps, Clemson yearbook, will be distributed
to the cadet corps the week of
April 25.
For several years the Clemson
annual has been among the best
in the South, and was last year
given a rating of "All American."
This distinct honor was shared
with the Duke yearbook, and placed
Clemson's annual in a sphere far
above any in its class.
Taps has become a vital asset
to the cadet corps and much credit
is due the staff and all those who
help in its preparation.

Clemson's honor societies and
clubs are a popular institution on
the campus.
Student organizations do much to afford boys with
common talent and interests extracurricular activities.
Alpha Zeta is the honorary agricultural fraternity on the campus. Members are chosen on the
basis of their scolastic record.
Athanor and Chi Pi Pi are the
honorary chemical fraternities.
Blue Key is composed of prominent student leaders in all phases
of campus life as is The Tiger
Brotherhood.
The Minaret Club is the honorary fraternity for architectural
students.
Tau Beta Pi has as its members
the high ranking students in engiH. L. Beach of Walterboro was
neering.
elected
Mastor of the Clemson
Sigma Tau Epsilon offers memGrange
at
a meeting Friday night.
bership to the outstanding students
Other officers elected with Beach
of the General Science School.
to serve next year are: Overseer,
Prpminent cadet officers compose
F. M. Whitlock; Secretary, O. F.
the membership of Scabbard and
Furtick; steward, M. T. HamBlade, national military fraternity.
bright; lecturer, T. B. Ardis;
A. I. E. E., A. S. A. E„ A. S. C.
Treasurer, C. M. Jones; chaplain,
E., and A. S. M. E, honorary engiW.
D. Coleman; Assistant stweard,
neering societies, take their memL. J. Blakely; gate keeper, N. R.
bers from the electrical, agriculLester; chairman of executive comtural, civil, and mechanical engimittee, N. J. McFaddin.
neering classes respectively.
Alpha Tau Alpha, national Agricultural Education society, selects
its members from ranking students
in education.
The Block C. Club, as the name
implies, has as its members athFive prominent juniors on the
letes who have won their block in
Clemson school of Vocational Agria major sport.
cultural Education are being iniThe Calhoun and the Palmetto
tiated into the education honor fraLiterary societies are composed of
ternity, Alpha Tau Alpha, this
cadets who are interested in public
week.
speaking and debating.
The initiates are: W. H. Stokes
LEADERS: Clemson College is highly organized and the majority of the membersof the_ student
The Central Dance Association
body become affiliated with one or more active groups and serves as leaders in some capacity during their of Greer, H.^U. Bookhart of Ormakes the dance schedule for the four years. Heading Clemson's key organizations this year were A. E. Stalvey, president of Blue Key, angeburg, F. D. Johnson of Tryon,
year, having charge of all the national honorary leadership fraternity; J. C. Wilkinson, editor of the Tiger, student newspaper; A. C. North Carolina, J. R. Blakely of
dances given each year on the Payne, president Y. M. C. A.; O. F. Morgan, president of the Central Dance Association; T. E. Stanley, editor Ora, and E. W. Rochester of SaTaps, Clemson's yearbook; E. C. Ray, president of Tiger Brotherhood, Clemson honor fraternity; T. I.
campus. Its members are elected of
lem.
Stafford, president of the Senior Class; and F. L. Bell, Clemson's Brigade Commander.
at the end of each year.
The Dairy Club is composed of
the cadets interested in dairying
and associated subjects, and the
Four-H Club is for students interested in the various phases of agAlpha Zeta, national honorary
riculture.
agricultural fraternity, recently
Gamma Alpha Mu is an honorThe Mu Beta Psi, national honor
ary writing fraternity sponsored musical fraternity, tapped five chose six outstanding new members, L. D. Malphus and Gardy
by Octavus Roy Cohen and comjuniors and one sophomore this
posed of the students with a talent
Holman, seniors; D. T. Pope, H. K.
week.
GKEENVILLB, S:C.
for writing.
Herlong and T. L. Senn, juniors;
Juniors J. W. Owens, of Ridge- and S. F. Reid, a sophomore. These
This year's Glee Club is one of
the first in 20 years at Clemson to land, R. A. Banister, of Greenwood, men are now going through two
C. J. KILLEN
be successful. The club is well W. H. Frazier, of Dothan, Ala., D. weeks of informal initiation folsupported by the student body.
D. Crosby, of Chester, P. G. Sims, lowing which they will be formally
Boys interested in horitculture of Lamar, and sophomore G. M. inducted.
make up the membership of the Turner of Greenville were tapped.
Malphus is from Ridgeland, a maHorticultural Club.
jor
in agricultural economics and
The Clemson chapter of Mu Beta
The International Relations Club Psi was organized in the early a member of the Y. M. C. A. cabiaffords the student with an interest part of 1937 to bring about a bet- net. Holman, from Blakely, Ga.,
COMPANY, INC.
in international relations an oppor- ter fellowship among musicians, is majoring in animal husbandry.
tunity to meet with others simi- and to advance music to its proper Pope, from Edisto Island, is taklarly interested for discussion.
ing agricultural engineering and is
place as an educational subject.
The Jungaleers, the college swing
a color sergeant in the corps. Herband, have a number of talented
long, who is also majoring in agEstablished 1907
Ruggles Visits Here
musicians that "go to town" in the
A. G. Ruggles emtomologist from ricultural engineering, is from
most modern manner.
Greenville, S. C.
the University of Mississippi, was Spartanburg. Senn, from NewberKappa Alpha Sigma is an honor- a visitor here last week.
ry, is a horticultural major, and
ary agricultural fraternity formed
-■i^—■•
Mr. Ruggles is on a leave of Reid, from Fort Motte, is taking •{t-MIby students of agricultural edu- absence from Mississippi and is vis- agronomy and animal husbandry.
The new officers of Alpha Zeta,
cation.
iting the departments of entomolPhi Psi initiates each year the ogy in various colleges in the elected for next year at the last
ranking men of the textile school. South.
meeting, are: J. F. Brailsford,
Chancellor; R. J. Forree, Censor;
The Minor C Club is composed
of cadets who have made their crack drill unit, composed of Senior H. M. Covington, Scribe; R. M.
Any size roll kodak film developed,
Cadet officers, gives exhibitions of Dobson, Treasurer, and T. B.
letter in a minor sport.
eigbt never-fadeYelox prints for only
MU Beta Psi is a national music fancy drill at football games and Young, Chronicler.
Low prices on candid film. Sandy
other occasions. The platoon went
mailing envelopes furnished.
fraternity.
Addresses Frat
The Pre-Med Club meets so that to New Orleans with the football
VALUABLE PREMIUMS GIVEN
*
"Agriculture as a Career" was
future medicos may discuss their team this year.
MAIL
YOUR
FILMS
TO
The Weaving and Designing Club the topic of an address given by
future patients.
takes
its members from the stu- Professor B. O. Williams, rural soThe Rifle Team offers the Minor
C to upperclassmen who make the dents of the textile school on the ciologist, to the members of Alpha
basis of the student's ability in Tau Alpha Wednesday night, April
team.
«■- SPARTANBURG, S. C
13.
weaving
and designing.
The Senior Platoon, Clemson's

Beach Elected
Grange Master

Alpha Tau Alpha
Taps Six Men

Mu Beta Psi
Taps Six
Musicians

Alpha Zeta Taps
Six Members

« I
l

*• II

Stewart-Merritt
Clothiers

4

ROLLS DEVELOPED

JdcTkabbit Co.

.
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Graduates Placed In Well-Paid Positions
Clemson's Six
Schools Offer
Varied Curricula

Demand For
Trained Men
Increasing
Before the members of the 1937
graduating class had been awarded
their diplomas, seventy percent had
been employed as a result of the
demands of industrial concerns, agricultural enterprises, scientific
laboratories, and educational institutions. Within two months after
graduation at least ninety-five percent had secured good positions. A
large number of the seniors this
year have been interviewed by
prospective employers, and several
have already secured positions to
begin work immediately after completing their college courses.
A study of the present location
and occupation of Clemson graduates of five recent classes indicates
that 471, or 72 per cent of those
upon whom information is available are engaged in occupation in
South Carolina. Sixty-two are located in North Carolina, 4B in
Georgia, 17 in New i*ork, li in
Tennessee and 58 in twenty-one
other states of the Union. Of the
665 graduates about whom information has been secured, 165 are
engaged in agricultural work, 19 in
Chemical industries, 103 in textile
work, 147 in teaching, 97 in other
occupations, and 16 are pursuing
graduate work toward advanced degrees.
Agricultural Students Placed
A number of graduates in Agriculture hold positions such as county agents, assistant county agents,
experiment station specialists, agronomists, managers of dairy companies, specialists with meat-packing companies, research specialists in agricultural economics, agricultural engineers, horticultural
managers of nurseries, and specialists in crop-pest control work. Others are conected with the soil service and the Resettlement work,
while some are farming.
Chemistry
The chemistry work done by
these graduates includes positions
as chemists with such companies as
The American Norritt Company,
Swift and Company, Eastman
Company, American Chemical Company, and the Southern Cotton Oil
Company.
Engineering Successful
The engineering graduates are
engaged in work in Civil, Electrical and Mechanical Engineering.
They are connected with the State
Highway Department and the
Duke Power Companies, with, the
Federal Power Commission, Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph
Company, Radio Corporations and
the Tennessee Valley Authority.
The architectural graduates are engaged as architects with construction companies, as commercial illustrators, and in other related occupations.
Numerous Textile Jobs
The Textile occupations include
textile chemistry positions, as well
as yarn manufacturing and weaving and designing occupations. The
textile graduates are employed in
textile companies and manufacturing positions with Such concerns
as the Ware Shoals Manufacturing Company, The Lancaster Cotton Mill, The Victor-Monaghan
Mill,
The Goodyear-Clearwater
Mill, Rockmart, Georgia, and the
Burlington Cotton Mill, Burlington,
North Carolina.
Many Teaching
Twenty-one graduates are members of the faculties of colleges and
universities. Seventy-six are teaching vocational agriculture in high
schools of South Carolina, North
Carolina and other states, and 50

DEANS: Unde.r the leadership of Clemson's six deans of the schools of the college have progressed and
consistently kept pace with the latest trends and standards of modern education. Clemson offers the prospective student courses leading to a B. S. degree in Agriculture, Chemistry, Engineering and Architecture,
General Science, Textiles, and Vocational Education. Deans of the respective schools are: (top row, left to
right) Dean H. P. Cooper, School of Agriculture; Dean F. H. H. Calhoun, School of Chemistry; Dean S. B.
Earle School of Engineering; (bottom row, left to right) Dean D. W. Daniel, School of General Science;
Dean H. H. Willis, School of Textiles; and Dean W. H. Washington, School of Vocational Education.

REGISTRAR ADVISES
SPEEDY APPLICATION
Applications for admission
to Clemson should be sent to
the Registrar's Office. A large
number of reservations have
already been made for the
1938-1939 session, and applications are being received daily.
High school students interested in entering Clemson for
the coming session should apply for reservation to G. E.
Metz, Registrar. A complete
statement of the applicant's
high school record should be
submitted by the principal or
superintendent as soon as the
student completes his high
school course.
The requirements for admission to Clemson include graduation from an accredited high
school with a total of at least
fifteen units including three in
English, two and one-half in
mathematics, and one in social
science.
High school students desiring application blanks, copies
of the college catalog, or general information of interest to
prospective students should
write to the Registrar's Office,
Clemson
College,
Clemson,
South Carolina.

Judge Eggs

Clemson Offers
NYA Aid To
Students

More than twenty courses of
study are1 offered at Clemson College.
These curricula are organized
under the various Schools of the
College. With the exception of certain courses, the entering student
is required to select only the broad
field which includes the major
course he desires to pursue.
Freshmen are enrolled in Agriculture, Agricultural Engineering,
Chemistry, Engineering, Architecture, General Science, Textiles, Vocational Agricultural Education,
Education, and Industrial Education. A choice between majors, such
as between Animal Husbandry and
Agronomy, Electrical Engineering,
and Mechanical Engineering, Textile Chemistry, and Weaving, and
Designing, may be made at a later
time in the college course.
The major courses in each School
at Clemson are indicated below:
School of Agriculture: Agronomy, Animal Husbandry, Agricultural Economics, Dairy, Entomology, Horticulture, Agricultural Engineering.
School of Chemistry: Chemistry.
School of Engineering: Architecture, Chemical Engineering, Civil
Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering.
School of General Science: General Science, Pre-Medical, Pre-Professional.
School of Textiles: Textile Engineering, Textile Chemistry and
Dyeing, Weaving and Designing.
School of Vocational Education:
Vocational Agricultural Education,
Education, Industrial Education,
Textile Industrial Education.

Professor C. L. Morgan, head of
Poultry Department, and Mr. P. H.
Gooding, Extension Poultry SpecSOLE OWNER OF ITS NAME
ialist, attended the Georgia Baby
Although the name does not
Chick and Egg Show held in Au- seem peculiar, Searsport, Maine,
Since the beginning of the Na- gusta recently. They served as claims it is the only town of that
name in the world.
tional Youth Administration pro- judges of the egg show.
gram, the Federal Government has
provided funds for a number of
part-time jobs for students at
CLEMSON UNIFORMS ARE MADE BY
Clemson College.
Eligibility for these positions has
been dependent upon the ability of
the student to do high-grade colPHILADELPHIA
lege work and his inability to attend or continue in college without
Federal help.
The students awarded these jobs
each year have been selected by a
committee of the Clemson Faculty.
Although it is not possible to conCut Flowers — Corsages — Wreaths
sider applications for positions for
Flowers For Every Occasion
next year until the National Youth
Program for 1938^1939 is definitely
announced, a preliminary application-for-information blank has been
Anderson, S. C.
prepared and may be secured from
the Registrar, Clemson College,
Represented At Clemson By
Clemson, South Carolina. If the
HARRY GEISBERG
N. Y. A. jobs become available for
Room 1000
1938-1939 session, additional information will be mailed to all students who have submitted the preliminary applications.
The work done by N. Y. A. students has been the usual kind performed by students in the several
college departments. No loan funds
or scholarships have been provided
by the Federal Government, but
BOOK AND COMMERCIAL PRINTERS
many N. Y. A. students have been
able to earn $100 or more during
the college session.

are engaged in other teaching positions.
\
Follow Major Courses
The vast majority of the 665
graduates are following occupations
in line with the major courses they
completed at Clemson. A few, however, have positions as auto dealAttend B. S. U. Meet
ers, life insurance salesmen, and
Eleven Clemson council members
merchants. Four are surgeons and
attended the B. S. U. convention
four others are completing the
held at Furman University on
medical course. The list also inApril 8-9-10.
cludes librarians, journalists, and
Among the important topics dislawyers.
cussed were, "How Can Group Life
California's large Chinese popu- Be Made Christian?" and "How
lation originated during the gold Can We Improve the Christian Attitude of Our College Campus?"
rush.

WILLIAM C. ROWLAND, INC.

Wakefield Flower Shop

t

i
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PLACEMENT BUREAU
As graduation and Clemson seniors begin to feel the responsibility of securing a
position, they turn to their respective
deans and ask, "Where can I get a job?"
This question, if solved would relieve the
minds of many boys yet undecided where
to turn.
It is the purpose of this editorial to
offer a remedy or a proposal which will
enable all men desiring information or recommendations concerning jobs to have it
at their disposal through a College Placing
Bureau. This Bureau would be financed by
subscriptions from men wanting to be
placed.' By going into operation during the
last three months of the school year, the
Bureau could make a survey of every
prospective graduate and the type of work
that he would like to enter. Then by concentrating and centralizing all requests
from firms or businesses desiring men, the
Bureau could refer the qualified men to
probable employers.
At present it is necessary to go to the
dean of each school to see what is being offered to graduates. The registrar's bulletin board is usually the source for men desiring graduate work; various other nooks
in nearly all the college buildings provide
other sources. Why can't all this material
be centralized? Let the Placing Bureau arrange interviews; handle all openings and
offers for all schools, and act as a clearing
house for Clemson graduates. The present system of placing graduates has been
unusually successful with classes of average, size; but with the increased enrollment and the resulting increase in graduates, Clemson faces a big responsibility.
A more centralized method is the future
need.—B. N. S.

The eleventh annual Early Diagnosis
Campaign for the erradication of Tuberculosis is being conducted this month.
Although people over this and other
states are learning more and more about
the importance of disease prevention, many
yet contend that there is no possibility of
their being tubercular or diseased in any
other way.
The campaign this month is primarily
for "finding out whether or not people have
tuberculosis, no matter how they feel," as
one physician put it, "and to give those
who are found with even the mildest case,
immediate medical attention.
This Early Diagnosis campaign is
sponsored by the Tuberculosis Association
whose funds are derived from the annual
sale of Christmas seals.—E. M.
WEDNESDAY EVENINGS FOR
CHURCH
For several years it has been a campus
custom to save Wednesday evenings at
Clemson for meetings of the various student church organizations. Recently, however, other activities have been scheduled
on this night.
Many students who would like to attend the Wednesday church meetings are
prevented for doing so simply because they
feel that they can not afford to miss extra classes, executive meetings, technical
lectures, and the like that have been set
for Wdnesday.
A strict cut-and-dried rule that Wednesday be set aside expressly for this purpose would not be desirable, but if the attention of the faculty and students is
brought to the fact that other activities
have been allowed to creep in on this midweek evening, they will probably be only
too glad to cooperate in setting it aside.—
G. M. M.
GREETING
To the thousands of high school seniors
who receive this issue, the Tiger extends
its greetings. In this issue, we of the
staff depart from the regular news coverage to give you a clear-cut picture of life
at Clemson.
Clemson offers well rounded courses in
a number of fields any one of which together with the military activities and discipline afford an excellent achievement.
To the young men who may be classed
as prospective members of the Class of '42,
Clemson offers only the information contained in these pages. The information in
this issue is not to be confused with a
"sales talk". It is merely compiled as an
attempted picturation of Clemson College
—its campus life, its aims, its services to
the state, and its ideals.

Talk Of The
Town
Welcome
Just in case any of you prospective students happen to slip up and
read this column, we don't want
to be caught napping; so we're
taking this chance to give you our
heartiest greetings. We are just
old hands at this game of education and we are about to step out
into the cold, cruel world, but
somehow we can't think of anything clever or appropriate to say
to you except that you are about
to enter what may well be the four
most enjoyable and profitable years
of your life and we envy you your
position . . . you lucky rascals.
Competition
For quite awhile we were just
a trifle undecided as to whether or
not we should put out a paper this
week. Last weekend some of our
astute junior
staff
sergeants
prompted a checkup which is destined to go down in the annals of
Clemson history, and word has
reached us that the Army is preparing a copy of the "bust sheet"
which is to rival the New York
Herald Tribune in thickness and
which would put our modest little
publication completely in the shade.
We understand that the epic containing some 4000-odd demerits is
scheduled to appear most any day
now and that the Commandant's
crew is working three mimeograph
machines overtime. Word has also
reached us (but we can't swear to
its veracity) that Doc is installin a special window and hiring an
extra clerk in anticipation of the
rise in the sale of explanation
blanks and that Doc and the Major
are pooling the marlet and raising
the price to 2 cents (pay no more)
per blank.
Spring, No Doubt
We haven't the heart to put the
entire blame for this act on ,poor
innocent Spring, but some romantic lad (possibly Bell) recently
thrust a sheet of poetry under our
office door, knocked, and ran like
h—. Because it is appropriate, because we feel that genius should be
encouraged, and because we too are
touched by spring, we offer this
little gem for just what it's worth:

. . . that Al "Thith ith Butch
thpeaking" Sanders knows that Oscar keeps an eye on all bad little
boys and therefore has fallen down
on a little promise he made the
boys about what he'd do after football season was over.

MOON LIGHT PARADE

. . . that he wonders why Bob
(Rock the Cradle) Robinson seldom appears at dances after intermission anymore.

— OSCAR SAYS —

. . . that if the female staffs of the
various school departments don't
quit ganging up on the Jew Shop,
Major's going to substitute a line
of compacts and hairpins for the
pipes and cigaret papers which
have been best sellers up until recently and we'll probably have to
dress up in blouses or something
before we whip out for a quick
breakfast of mornings.
— OSCAR SAYS —

. . . that Musclehead Moorer's girl
apparently went to Rogers along
with the heavyweight title, and
Oscar suggests that the Bomber
take up poker.
— OSCAR SAYS —

. . . that Scotia (from Scotia) DeLoache, had company over in Greenville the other night when R.
Wolfe, who must be another Sheephead, stopped in-to use the telephone and stayed three hours but
not on the phone.
— OSCAR SAYS —

. . . that he'd agitate for a campus
roadmap to be printed in next
week's rag to be used in getting
to and from the field house, but
every time he goes over himself to
work out in front of the1 orchestra
pit, he finds two or three roads
they must've built late the night
before, so figures his map would
be out of date by teadance time.
— OSCAR SAYS —

. . . that he hopes you've all done
your shopping for the stagger and
swing session tonight and by the
time you get this, he knows three
boys on crutches and who can't
dance anyway, who'll be looking for
dates.
— OSCAR SAYS —

. . . that L. Napoleon Lafaye tried
his best to get what he most wanted for his birthday with that ten
dollars but the fickle finger of fate
did the most good and about the
only result was a headcold and
pretty bad taste in his mouth.
—OSCAR

To the drum's loud beat
Come the marching feet
Of a corps two thousand strong,
They're on parade—on parade;
And strong is their marching song.
And from either side
As the banners ride
Waving in time their grace,
They're on parade—on parade;
Now at attention in their place.
To the colonel's command
They change their stand
And prepare to pass in review.
And now the parade—the long parade;
'Neath a moon and a sky of blue.

—OSCAR

SAYS—

SAYS—

... he doesn't like that rumor he
hears about Bubber Reames dating
Greene of Anderson and never,
never asking her up for the dances.
—OSCAR

SAYS—

... that little Toole of Converse
must be slipping judging by the
time her last date left Miss Gee's
little date parlor.

RETURN ENGAGEMENT
Wednesday, April 13, the second step Now we've passed in review
And for a lady tool
in the welding of a stronger student-facul- Miss
—OSCAR SAYS—
Peg of whom we boast,
. . . that he would like to give some
ty relationship was taken as a student
We've finished the parade—the big parade;
sort of medal to the freshman who
group which had at a previous meeting In her
honor—she holds the cherished post,
shaved twice, took, a bath, shined
presented pertinent student problems to
his bed-room slippers and stood at
the faculty had a return meeting with fac- Senior Privileges
Back in the dim dark days when attention at the head of his bed
ulty group.
At this session, a faculty committee . we, were freshman we used to hear when he heard that they were pullpresented suggested solutions to the seniors talk lovingly of rare things ing last week's disastrous checkstudent problems previously discussed. The referred to as "senior privileges" up.
A YEAR OF FORENSICS
—OSCAR SAYS—
suggestions, on the whole were practical and we sat there with our mouth
and showed the results of conscientious agape dreaming of the days when . . . that some sort of honors also
In its first year of existence, the Clem- effort to reach a plausible solution.
we too could live as human be- go to Professor Andy Anderson
son Forensic Council boasts of highly sucOn behalf of the student body we state ings, enjoying the little things in who, while engrossed in the pages
cessful debating and oratorical teams.
appreciation for this fact. We appreciate life which make life worth living. of a current periodical, fell into
At the Dixie Forensic Tournament in the interest shown in problems brought Now as we look around us we be- one of those countless ditches which
December and again at the Grand Eastern up, and the fact that a group of faculty come more and more confirmed they are constantly digging around
Tournament last week-end, the Clemson men were not content merely to consider that "senior privileges" are as fol- the new textile building, and vicinity.
lows:
debaters did themselves and the college our questions lightly means much to us.
—OSCAR SAYS—
proud. They met, and maintained an excel(1) We are allowed to meet
Though there remains much to be done
. . . that he's just praying for a
lent record against teams from such along these lines, we feel that a forward reveille, by special invitation.
schools as the University of Cincinnati, Il- step has been taken.
(2) We are given the distinct lovely, bright moon for tonight's
privilege of having our Army ceremony but that just as a prelinois University, Emory University, and
caution he's wagging a flashlight
others from many states.
Last Sunday, the first of "Go to Church classes on the fourth floor.
behind him.
Most
any
day
now,
if
we
stay
Sunday",
marked
the
beginning
of
a
new
The Clemson orator is credited with
SAYS—
winning the 39th annual South Carolina tradition at Clemson. The student body on our good behaviour, we expect . . . that —OSCAR
sometimes he wonders if
to
be
allowed
to
go
on
NCO—at
Intercollegiate oratorical contest and with attended the campus churches enmasse to
Soph Sloan is man or mouth.
speaking through seven rounds of oratory show their approval of the movement. least that's something to look forat the Grand Eastern Tournament, stand- The plan of a "Go to Church Sunday" ward to.
the Greenville News advertising for
once a semester is based on sound princi- Week's Standing Cadet
ing up against the nation's best.
a date for Taps Ball and who speciThe Senior private (name upon fied that the girl have experience
The Clemson Forensic Council is to be ples, and deserves a place on the Clemson
calendar of events.
request) who inserted two ads in and good references.
commended for its successful first year.
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Thornhill Named
As Rotary
Candidate
The Charleston Rotary Club is
offering as a candidate for the
1938-39 district governor of Rotary,
T. W. Thornhill, outstanding Charleston citizen and Clemson alumnus.
While at Clemson, Mr. Thornhill
was one of the first eleven in football and a leader on the campus.
Since his graduation he has been
one of the Tigers' most enthusiastic supporters. He is a leader in
the Charleston Alumni Chapter, a
past president of the Clemson
Alumni Association, and is now a
member of the Board of Governors
of that organization.
Notable Rotarian
Mr. Thornhill has held various
high offices in the Charleston Rotary Club.
An able and effective speaker, he
has attended and appeared on the
programs of five Internationa]
Conventions, and nearly every district conference and assembly since
becoming a Rotarian.
Civic Leader
Some of his civic activities include membership in and support
of the Charleston Chamber of
Commerce, Y M C A, Boy Scouts,
Community Chest, and Grace Episcopal Church.
A Captain of Engineers, U. S.
Army, he saw service in France
during the World War, and is a
member of the American Legiom
The Charleston Rotary Club's report on Mr. ThornhilPs record says
in part: "In offering 'Buddy'
Thornhill for District Governor, the
Charleston Rotary Club feels that
it is suggesting one of the ablest
and most capable Rotarians in the
District."

Fort Hill To Be
Mecca For UDC
Pilgrimage
By G. M. McMillan
Fort Hill will be the Mecca for
a state-wide UDC pilgrimage on
Thursday, April 28, when the
Daughters of the Confederacy will
journey from all over the state to
see John C. Calhoun's old homeplace which they have been restoring for the past several years.
Among those invited to inspect
the famous old shrine are Mrs.
Franklin D. Roosevelt who is to be
in the state at that time; Miss
Zena Payne, of Johnston, State
UDC President; the Fort Hill
state Commission, under Mrs. David Vandivere, Chairman, of Anderson; and all members of the UDC.
Mrs. F. T. Dargan, president, other members of the local chapter,
and the Boy Scouts, will act as
guides.
Clemson's cadet corps will hold a
dress parade at 12:00 noon in honor of the ladies.
The UDC first took an interest
in the restoration and perpetuation
of Fort Hill a few years ago when
they put $1,000 into the old place.
Since that time they have spent
$300 to $400 a year, restoring a
little at a time, until the whole
first floor and part of the second
are now furnished with the original
pieces, and the former plantation
house is one of the most beautiful
and interesting shrines in the country.
The local chapter does the actual
work in replacing the Calhoun and
Clemson home as it was in antebellum days, a white mansion of
genial and gracious Southern hospitality, furnished with the most
beautiful and modern pieces of the
day, where many famous personages, including General LaFayette,
were entertained.

Fellowship Club
Elects Officers
Clemson's Fellowship club recently reelected Professor B. E.
Goodale, president; Dr. J. E.
Ward, vice president; and J. R.
Cooper, secretary-treasurer; for
the third consecutive year.
The club, composed of faculty
members and campus residents, is
the Clemson civic organization. Its
two principal activities, according
to President Goodale, are campaigns for community highway
safety and health.

CLEMSON'S
PICTURE SCHEDULE
Thursday, April 14

"THE HURRICANE"
With Dorothy Lamour
Also Friday Afternoon 3:00 P. M.
If in by 4—See program by 6
15c Friday Afternoon
Friday Night, April 15 And Saturday Night

"DOUBLE OR NOTHINQ"
With Bing Crosby
Saturday Night, April 16

"ADVENTUROUS BLONDE"
Monday, April 18

"THE ADVENTURES OF
TOM SAWYER"
In Technicolor
FATHERLY ADVICE: The very first day that he enters Clemson College, a freshman receives a welcoming handshake from Dr. E. W. Sikes, the college's beloved president. From that day on Dr. Sikes
serves in the role of fatherly adviser to the Clemson student, baffled with the problems, of the change to
college environment. Despite his many duties as pi esident of South Carolina's A. & M. college, Dr. Sikes
finds time to personally hear the problems of members of the student body. Students feel free at all
times to drop by for a chat with Clemson's president.

Glee Club To
Present Concert
The Clemson college glee club,
under the direction of Mrs. Harold
Cochran will present a short program tonight at the meeting of the
Anderson Civic league, and will
present a concert at the Belton high
school on May 5.
This organization which is the
first successful glee club on the
campus in approximately twenty
years, represented Clemson at the
Music Festival in Columbia last
month, and presented concerts at
Coker college, Greenville Women's
college, and on the Clemson campus.

Johnstone Wins
Oratorical
Honors
Clemson's representative, E. P.
Johnstone of Newberry, won the
39th annual State Intercollegiate
Oratorical contest held recently at
the College of Charleston in Charleston.
Johnstone spoke on "The Modern Iscariots."
Other schools represented in the
contest were Furman university,
the University of South Carolina,
Newberry, Erskine, the College of
Charleston, Wofford, and Presbyterian college.

YMCA Elections
Announced
The recent election of members
to the Advisory Board of the Clemson Y. M. C. A. had the following
results: Mr. T. B. Young, of Florence; and Mr. J. A. Henry of
Greenville. Mr. Young is a member of the Board of Trustees of
Clemson College and an alumnus of
this institution. Mr. J. A. Henry is
also an alumnus of Clemson and a
member of the law firm of Williams
and Henry, of Greenville, S. C.

FOUR MORE TIGERS
This is the first "regular"
issue of The Tiger published
since March 24. An April Fool
edition and Clemson's spring
holidays caused the break.
Four more issues will be
printed before suspension of
publication for the 1937-38
year.

College Library
Well Stocked
The Clemson College library system is now composed of one general library consisting of approximately twenty-three thousand books
and twenty thousand bound periodicals, and the departmental libraries of the agriculture, engineering
and chemistry school.
Reading rooms are available to
the cadets who desire the most
recent books, newspapers and magazines.
The gallery of the library building houses an historical museum
and an art exhibit, many «of the
paintings purchased or painted by
Thomas G. Clemson.

Y Is Student
Recreational
Center
The Clemson Y. M. C. A., the
center of recreational activities on
the campus, has been successful in
its attempt to fraternalize the companies by organizing informal getto-gethers where cadets could present some sort of program for the
enjoyment of all.
By now every company has held
one or more meetings in the Y clubrooms after long roll, at which diversified programs have been given.
At the conclusion of the cadet program, the Y. M. C. A. has invited
the cadets to a free moving picture
i show More of these impromptu
gatherings are being aranged.

Tuesday Afternoon, April 19

"NEW FACES OF 1937"
With Joe Penner
Tuesday Night, April 19

GOODALE SPEAKS
DAIRY CLUB

'HAWAIIAN BUCKAROO'

Professor B. E. Goodale of the
dairy school told of his Travels
through Europe at the Dairy Club
meeting Tuesday evening.
After the World War, in which
Professor Goodale had served with
the French army, he remained in
Europe for a time, to travel. Dairy
industrial processes and cows generally were his main interests, and
he discussed these Tuesday.

Wednesday Afternoon, April 20

"TOP HAT"
Ginger Rogers and Fred Astaire
Wednesday Night, April 20

"QUICK MONEY"
Thursday, April 21

"TARZAN'S REVENGE"
With Glen Morris

PALM BEACH SUITS $17.75
PALM BEACH SLACKS $5.50
WHITE COTTON GABARDINE SUITS
COTTON SLACKS—HICKOK SPORT BELTS
Best White Shoes in Town $3.00 Up

See HOKE SLOAN
New Spring Goods

forreatum, Jttr.
BILLIARDS

BOWLING
RESTAURANT
EXCELLENT FOOD

POPULAR PRICES

Greenville, S. C.

DRINK

The pause that refreshes
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Beta Sigma Chi Offers Tuition Scholarship
Works Of Clemson
Graduate Given
To Library

Charleston
County Boys
Eligible
Beta Sigma Chi, fraternity of
boys at Clemson from Charleston
and its vicinity, is offering a part
Clemson tuition scholarship to a
Charleston county boy next year.
The scholarship winner will be
determined by a competitive examination to be given in the auditorium of the High School of Charleston Saturday morning, April 30.
All boys in Charleston county
with sufficient credits for Clemson
entrance are eligible. Scholarship,
character, and need are among the
outstanding factors which will determine the scholarship winner.
The award includes fifty dollars,
cash, and an honorary membership
in Beta Sigma Chi.
Jack Aichele of Charleston is
president of the fraternity. The
awards committee includes Marion
Miller, Tom Stafford, Jack Disher,
Wesley Davis, and President Aichele.

A copy of A Poet's Philosophy,
an interesting volume of verse
written by Archibald Campbell, a
Clemson graduate of 1917, has been
recently presented to the Library
by the author. Mr. Campbell's poems reflect his sensitivity to the
various moods of nature and his
philosophic meditations on friendship, love and human nature. We
recommend A Poet's Philosophy to
those who would while away an enjoyable hour with a fascinating
personality.

VIRGINIA SHANKLIN
ON EUROPEAN TRIP

Tkt Law FreMalla raajlaa; *r H.pradarrt.a -T An, FH

I far P.raoaal Ua.iar Rr.ali.

STATEWIDE: South Carolina's only A. & M. college, Clemson serves a dual role. In addition to providing facilities whereby South Carolina boys may get excellent technical training, Clemson serves the
state through its many agricultural activities. The college's statewide representation as shown by the map,
is indication of the fact that South Carolinians realize the part that Clemson plays in the state's growth
and functioning. Far from boasting an enrollment from a restricted area, the college admits yearly a representative group of high school graduates from every county in the state.

Educating Schools Design Winners
Sponsor Conclave Listed By
Architects
Prizes worth about $300 and

Rhodes Recipient
Of Danforth
Fellowship

ranging from hand saws and bench
grinders to slide rules and drawing
instruments which have been donated by various manufacturers,
will be awarded at Clemson's fifth
annual State-wide Industrial Education Conclave, to be held April
15-16 undqr the sponsorship of the
schools of Vocational Education,
Engineering and Textiles.
Representatives from about 53
high schools will attend, with teams
from almost every county being included. Each school will be allowed up to two contestants in each
division of the conclave.
The directors include the following: L. R. Booker, industrial Education; J. L. Brock, Vocational Education; E. F. Cartee, and Gaston
Gage, Textiles; E. J. Freeman, Machine shop; D. N. Harris, and W.
W. Klugh, Drawing; J. L. Marshall, woodworking; C. P. Philpot,
Forge and Foundry; H. S. Tate,
Chairman, Industrial Education;
and B. R. Turner, who is State Superintendent of Industrial Education.
Mr. J. C. Littlejohn, Clemson
business manager, and Captain J.
D. Harcombe, mess officer, will feed
and house the boys while they are
on the campus. They will be entertained with a free show at the Y.
M. C. A., and Professor Philpot
will run a demonstration heat in
the foundry.

L. M. Rhodes of Darlington, a
junior in the dairy school, is Danforth fellowship award winner
from Clemson college this year, it
was announced recently by Professor J. P. LaMaster, head of the
dairy school.
J. M. Lynes of Fairfax is alternate.
The fellowship includes two
weeks of study and experimentation at the American Youth Foundation Camp on Lake Michigan and
two weeks at the Ralston Purina
Mills in St. Louis.
Thirty eight of America's leading dairy and animal husbandry
schools are presented the Danforth
awards annually by the William H.
Danforth Foundation.

Sherman To Lead
Publicity
Discussion
Joe Sherman, director of the
Clemson News Bureau, will conduct a discussion on the "Publicity
Department's Budget" at the annual District Five meeting of the
American College Publicity Association which is being held in Atlanta April 14-16.
In his talk Mr. Sherman will
stress the importance of spending
money for "worth while news, and
not so much for flattering the vanity of the students."
"To furnish the newspapers with
good stories concerning college activities that will benefit the reader,
should be the purpose pi the News
Bureaus," says Sherman.

The faculty of the Architectural
department announces the folowing
awards for the first half of the
second semester of architectural
design.
Senior design of "A travel bureau for a world's fair."
J. W. Linley, first; R. S. Byrd
second.
Junior design of "A memorial to
a musician." P. E. Lee, first, and
W. M. Hudson, D. L. Parrott, and
E. P. Guerrard tied for second.
Junior design, of "A Roadside
Market," O. S.. Dukes, first, and
P. E. Lee, C. L. Coleman, and L.
Lafaye tied for second.
Sophomore design of "An enchanted gateway," H. Stubblefield,
H. C. Blair, and H. N. Webb tied
for first. In sophomore design of
"An enchanted urn," T. P. Hawkins, H. C. Blair, H. Stubblefield,
and H. A. Nilson tied for first.

College Returns
Old Equipment
Clemson quarter-master sergeant,
H. L. Wilkinson, recently announced that the Army field equipment
in the Clemson supply room which
has not been used in ten years, is
being returned to the ordinance
base in Augusta.
In the "days of yore," according
to Sergeant Wilkinson, each cadet
on entering the college was furnished a complete army outfit,
everything from pup tent to mess
kit.
"Those were the days when
Clemson's corps camped out at the
state fair, and ate their beans from
a rolling kitchen," says Sergeant
Wilkinson.
Outfits for some 1,100 men are
being returned.

Go To Church
Plan Success
The local churches were practically filled last Sunday when a
large number of cadets observed
"go to church Sunday."
The "go to church" movement
was an experimental one and its
success will in all probability cause
it to be expected again shortly.

Miss Virginia Shanklin, secretary to Dr. E. W. Sikes, is spending five weeks in Europe.
She sailed from New York the
first of April, and will return
aboard the Normandie in May.
Her tour includes visits in
France, Italy, Switzerland, and
England. Dr. and Mrs. H. C.
Brearley are traveling with Miss
Shanklin.

Simons To Lecture
On Rennaissance
Albert Simons, Charleston architect, will give an illustrated lecture
on the arts of the Rennaissance
Period here on Monday, April 18.
This is the fourth in a new series of lectures started at Clemson
recently and to be continued from
time to time on Mondays for the
rest of the year.
The discussion will include outstanding arts of the period, including paintings, scripture, and buildings. It is designed to give a general appreciation of Rennaissance
culture and art.
Mr. Simons is a Fellow of the
American Institute of Architects
and is sponsored here by the architecture department. He is nationally recognized as an authority on
art, and is the author of a book on
Charleston Architecture.
Cadets and community folk are
invited to attend this lecture at 12,
noon, Monday, free of charge.
Aull Back For While
Dr. G. H. Aull, who is now temporarily with the A. A. A. in
Washington, was on the campus
for a few hours last week.
He has been visiting the Agricultural colleges over the South to
confer with- research and teaching
workers in the interest of the educational program of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration.
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Officials Plan
To Enlarge
Mess Hall

MESS HALL: Clemson's two mess hall units provide adequate
facilities for feeding over 1900 students daily. The well equipped dining halls and the spotlessly clean kitchen, bakery, and storage plant
comprise one of the South's best mess units.

Clemson
Churches

hK"

Episcopal Church
Maunday Thursday, April 14, 1:303:00 P. M.—The Holy Communion,
Commemoration' of the institution
of the Lord's Supper.
Good Friday—11:30 A. M. service in commemoration of the crucifixion. Meditations and prayers.
Easter Sunday—"The Feast of
the Resurrection." The Holy communion and Sermon. Holy Trinity
choir, under the direction of Mrs.
D. E. Barnett, will render appropriate Easter Music. Easter sermon: "That I May Know Him, and
the Power of His Resurrection."
Wednesday, April 20, Fireside
supper at 6 P. M. in Church yard.
Thursday, April 21, 8 P. M. Benefit bridge party sponsored by Holy Trinity auxiliary.
Bishop Finlay will be at Clemson Sunday, April 24.
Presbyterian Church
Each evening this week, at f?30
a short service will be held preparatory to Easter Sunday. The Gospel narrative will be read telling
what Christ did on each day of this
eventful week. Students are most
cordially invited to attend.
On Easter Sunday an appropriate service will be held. Dr. S. J.
L. Crouch will speak on "The best
news man ever heard. He is not
here, He is risen." There will be
special music by the choir. Organ
music will begin at 11:20. Come
early.
Methodist Church
Special Easter services will be
held at the Clemson Methodist
church on Sunday morning next.
A feature of the service will be the
reception of a large class of young
people into church membership.
Along with these will be the announcement of the membership of
a good size group coming to this
church by church certificate. There
will be special music and a sermon
in keeping with the Easter Day.
Sunday April 24 is to be observed as Church School Day. A program appropriate to this day is being arranged with general theme
of Aldersgate and John Wesley's
experience there, being presented.
To both these services and all the
services of this church cadets have
a cordial invitation and a real welcome.
Baptist Church
Regular organized Sunday School
Classes for cadets will be held at
10:30.
At 11:30 Rev. Goode's sermon
will be, "The Supremacy of God."
The service will include special
Easter music.
The B. Y. P. U. will be held on
Wednesday, April 19, at 6:45 P.
M.

McMillan To Head
State PSA Group
George McMillan of Chattanooga, Tenn., a sophomore at Clemson, was elected president of the
State Presbyterian Student's Association, at the organization
meeting held at Presbyterian college in Clinton last week.
Robert Black of Presbyterian
college and Miss McKeithan of
Winthrop college were elected vice
president and secretary-treasurer.
Dr. S. J. L. Crouch, Professor of
Religion and Foreign Affairs at
Clemson and Pastor of the Clemson
Presbyterian church, was chosen as
state faculty adviser.
The Association will hold its first
annual meeting at Clemson college
next fall.
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Clemson's mess hall, now the
largest in the South, with a seating capacity of 1750, will again be
enlarged this summer to take care
of the increasing enrollment.
The new addition, to be situated
on the old "pig" will be outfitted in the attractive motif of the
present hall, and will seat 500.
The room, at present, 273 feet
long and 42 feet wide, will seat
1250; last year's addition takes
care of 500.
New Pantry
Plans for a new pantry, to extend the entire length of First
Barracks, are also on the building
program. Captain Harcombe, the
mess officer who directs the allimportant culinary activities at
Clemson, has designed new and enlarged grits and rice tables of
stainless steel, to handle the South
Carolinian's favorite dishes.
1700 cadets are fed three meals
each day for 53c, or $16.00 per
month. Employees number 50, in
addition to 90 cadet waiters.
Dr. P. S. McCollum of the L. C.
Martin Drug Company at Clemson
recently presented a bound record
book to the Gamma Alpha Mu
writer's fraternity.
Sketches about the entire fraternity membership will be kept
in this book by the historian.

Town
Topics

Wyatts Visit Campus
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Wyatt, of
Burlington, N. C, and Mrs. J. R.
Wyatt of Easley were dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Clarke
of Clemson Saturday.
Hunters to Charleston
Professor and Mrs. J. E. Hunter
spent last week-end in Charleston.
"The city is beautiful," says Mrs.
Hunter.
Mrs. Bitting Visiting Here
Mrs. F. Bitting, of Durham, N.
C, is visiting her daughter, Mrs.
J. E. Ward, of Clemson, this week.
Garden Club Meets
The Garden club meeting Monday
was held at the home of Mrs. J. B.
Chambers. Wild flowers were discussed, and Mrs. Chambers' garden
inspected.
Winthrop Teacher Here
Miss King, of Winthrop, and Miss
Mabel Bolton, of Clemson, are
teaching each other's classes this
week. "Exchange week" they call
it.
Bridge Parties Held
Mrs. F. M. Kinard entertained
the Bridge Club at her home Friday afternoon.
The Tuesday afternoon bridge
club met with Mrs. Harry Wilkinson. Mrs. Harold Cochran won
the prize.
Mrs. Morrison 111
Mrs. W. S. Morrison of North
Clemson is ill. Friends wish for
her a_ speedy recovery.
Daughter Dillard Born
Elizabeth Anne, baby daughter
of Coach and Mrs. Bill Dillard, is
doing nicely. "She's quite a lady,
too; seven and two-tenths pounds
in all," says the coach.
Goodman Home Burns
Clemson firemen were able to
save little of Mrs. Carrie Goodman's home which was swept by
fire of unknown origin Tuesday
The largest of all living birds is morning. Mrs. Goodman is postthe ostrich—the smallest is the
master at Clemson.
humming bird.
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HOME: Interior view of new barracks room, showing typical living
quarters which the Clemson student calls "home" for nine months of
the year. Although the arrangement of adequate standard equipment
is prescribed by military regulations, decorations and added furnishings provide a media for individualistic expression. Rooms are inspected for order and cleanliness each morning and each Saturday a rigid
inspection is made by both cadet and Army officers.

Williams Reelected
To Society Office
Twelve Clemson men will attend

CLEMSON PROFESSORS
ATTEND ASME MEET

the A. S. M. E. meeting in Atlanta April 18. Professors J. H.
Sams and B. E. Fernow will accompany them.
The meeting will include a talk
on "The Rising Place of Disel in
Aviation," by R. M. Denny, of
Clemson, and a series of manufacturing plant inspection tours.

Professor B. O. Williams, head
of the sociology department at
Clemson, was reelected secretarytreasurer of the Southern Sociological Society at a meeting held
recently in Chattanooga.
The. membership of the Sociological society includes some 200 of
the nation's leading sociologists.

THE OFFICIAL COLLEGE BOOK AND SUPPLY STORE

Crosley, Emersan, Kadette Radios
Priced from $12.50 — Terms May Be arranged

Headquarters For Photographic Supplies
All Makes Of Cameras — Any Size Film
\

FOUNTAIN SERVICE
--

^

if^

:::-y-.^:^y:'^

P. S. McCollum, Owner

Sodas

:

gPr^£

Sundaes

--

.

Sandwiches

A Wonderful Variety of Nationally Advertised
Merchandise for You to Select From!

STUDENTS CHECKS CASHED — NO EXCHANGE CHARGED

Make Our Store Your Headquarters!
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Clemson Boasts Progressive Sports Program
Clemson Places
Teams Rank
Boxers In
Trailing
The
Tigers
Among Best
Tourney Finals
By Watson Magee

In South
Clemson sports are definitely on
the upward trend. Under the very
capable direction of head coach
Jess Neely and his aides, Clemson
sports have made remarkable advancement in the last few years.
The present sports program is
truly a progressive one. Tiger
teams have turned in notable records, and the athletic teams and
athletes representing Clemson are
gaining recognition all over the
country as being among the best.
During the past season the Tiger
football team was acclaimed as one
of the best ever to wear the purple and gold. Playing some of the
strongest teams in the country, the
Clemson team turned in as fine a
record as any team ever to represent Clemson. During the past
year Clemson met such competition as Army, Tulane, Georgia,
Georgia Tech, and Florida, and
next year the schedule points to
games with Tennessee, Tulane,
Kentucky, as well as the usual
stjate games.
Basketeer Finalists
The Clemson basketball team,
under the direction of Coach Joe
Davis, won the state title and went
to the finals in the Southern Conference, only to lose to the powerful Duke team.
Boxing Champs
The Tiger boxers "brought home
the bacon," winning the Southern
Conference tournament and crowning three men as individual champions. The Bengal boxers also placed three men in the National semifinals and one man in the finals.
At present the sports program
is well underway. The baseball
team is rapidly working into top
form and has already made a
strong bid for recognition.
The tennis team is also meeting
strong competition and is making
a very creditable showing.
Track Men Step
The strong Tiger track team has
won one meet and lost another.
The team is greatly handicapped
due to the absence of several stellar performers, but is making a
strong bid for top state honors.
Minors and Intramurals
Clemson is not lagging in its
program. The stress has not been
put on these sports as has been
on some of the major activities, but
swimming, golf, hockey, and even
la crosse come in for their share
of recognition.
Intramurals sports are fostered
and much emphasis is being placed
on the events which are held under
the supervision of capable leaders,
and which allow the cadets, one
and all, to participate in some
form of athletics.

Marksmen Receive
Minor Block "C"s

By Watson Magee
For the second straight year
Clemson College has had men considered good enough to be sent to
the National Boxing matches.
Clemson's representatives this year
met with great success, and again
brought national recognition to the
college.
Captain Russel Dorn led the contingent composed of Dorn, "Ripper"
(Continued On Pagre 10)

Block C Club
Holds Banquet
The Block "C" Club held a banquet in honor of the outstanding
1937-38 boxing and basketball
teams April 8. The boxing team being the S. C. state and Southern
Conference title holders, while the
basketball team won the state
championship and reached the fiffftS»i«JwftfcBMKia»W
nals in the Southern Conference
tournament only to be defeated by
FINALIST. John "Ripper"
Duke.
Murray, of Charleston, S. C,
fought his way to the finals of
The banquet, held in the Ottathe National Intercollegiate
ray Hotel in Greenville, was cliTournament only to lose a hard
maxed with speeches by Coach Bob
battle to Alperstein of MaryJones and Coach Davis who spoke
land. Murray went to the
semi-finals of the Southern
of the merits of their respective
Conference tournament earlier
teams. Coach Jess Neely told of
in the year.
the prospects for a winning season
in football.
Sweaters with the coveted Block
"C" were awarded to the deserving
athletes, and the fact disclosed that
a pair of gold boxing gloves would
In their last match of the sea- be given to each member of the
son an eight man team of Bengal championship boxing team at the
riflemen defeated The Citadel and formal initiation which is to "be
held in the near future.
the Charleston Navy Yard Marines
at The Citadel's new indoor range
Saturday afternoon, March 26.
Scores were: Clemson, 2039; Citadel, 2016; Marines, 1948.
M. Jenkins was high individual
scorer for Clemson.
This year, the Tigers have won
five matches out of ten, and have
brought their standing from thirteenth to sixth place in the Fourth
Corps Area matches.
Although the U. S. Army requires that R. O. T. C. schools have
a rifle squad, team activities are
voluntary, and a great deal more
interest and team spirit have been
shown among the marksmen in the
past two years.
During this time, under the direction of Major R. F. Walthour,
with the assistance of the entire
army staff, the team has continued
to improve steadily and to advance
its standing among the colleges of
the Fourth Corps Area and the
S. I. A. A.
Cadets W. P. Law and J. S. Baskin are team captain and coach,
respectively.

Bengal Marksmen
Trim Bulldogs

The so-called "minor" sports at Clemson are on the decided upswing this season, and are continuing merrily on their
way to Ibetter competition through the medium of Coach Hoke
Sloan's tennis team, and Bob Jones' golfers. Coach Holtzendorff's swimmers have closed their season, but not until after
duplicating last season's success in winning the state title.
The tankmen won 6 dual meets,
while dropping three. Ending the
season upon a high note that
promises a strong contention for
next year's Southern Conference
championship, they defeated a
strong combination of University
of Tennessee and Knoxville Y. M.
C. A. teams by a decisive score.
Three men, Horrer, Young, and
McKnight, were sent to the Southern Conference meet in Lexington, Virginia. R. Farmer, this
year's captain; Griffin, Hutchinson, Ehrhardt, McKnight, Young,
Martin, Culton, Nipper, and Holtzendorff, are men who deserve great
credit for the year's work.
Tennis
The tennis team, composed of
Mitchel, No. 1; Campbell, No. 2;
Bagnal, No. 3; Ward, No. 4; Bolt,
No. 5, and Hudgens, No. 6, have
already copped two matches with
Furman and lost a close one to P.
C. The last match with Furman
was by a score of 6-1. The first
time a Clemson team has ever defeated Furman on her home court.
Coach Bob Jones aiso has his
golf boys out every evening since
Jupiter Pluvis has recently withdrawn his dripping battalion. A
strong team will be forged from
Prause, Speight, McCrary, Moorman, Forrester, and Moncton.

The following boys alternated
upon a very successful rifle team
this year: Crumbly, Frazier, Law,
McMillan, Spires, Vaughan, Mullings, Lytton, Jackel, Hiot, Jenkins,
Jackson and Baskin.
Putting the Shot
The baseball team is playing .500
ball now, having won from Erskine
and Newberry. They settle down
now to a steady 3-or-4 game-aweek schedule arranged by Coach
Jess.
Track menM too, under Coach
"Simon Legree" Howard, are running at a .500 average. They lost
to the Southeastern Conference's
strongest Georgia Tech, but came
back to defeat P. C. before the
home folks by 77 2-3 to 53 1-3.
The "Rats" beat P. C. freshmen
too.
The golfers just tied a strong
University of Michigan team. Golf
is a major sport at Michigan with
over a hundred applicants trying
out each year. That speaks well
for our boys.
Our tennis team has already
taken Furman's measure in the
first match. Good enough!
The Port of New York is controlled by a commission representing two states, New York and New
Jersey.

J

Tankmen Elect
Farmer Captain
After closing the swimming season by defeating Emory University,
the Clemson team elected R. J.
Farmer captain. Farmer accounted for many of the points won in
the dashes this season and added
strength to the relay team.
Clemson defeated P. C, Tennessee-, Emory, and won the state
meet, losing during the season only
to Georgia, Georgia Tech and
Knoxville "Y." Coaches Holtzendorff and McHugh are looking forward next year toward having one
of the best teams in Clemson's
swimming history.

Nine Minor "C'"s in rifle marksmanship have been awarded to the
following cadets, as announced by
Major R. F. Walthour at the close
of the '38 season:
J. C. Crumley, W. P. Law, G. M.
Millan, F. J. Mulling, R. V. Jackson, J. B. Frazier, C. E. Spires,
C. L. Vaughan, G. C. Salvo.
These men participated in a majority of the matches, defeating 5
teams, and losing by narrow marPEASANTS PREDOMINATE
gins to 5 others, all in shoulder-toEighty per cent of Roumania's
shoulder matches, and all of the 20,000,000 population are peasFourth Corps Area.
ants.

By Robert T. Hartmann '38 and Arthur P. Lites '32, Stanford Chaparral
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With J. W. "Tricky" Owens
You probably wonder why all this
stuff is written. I'll admit there
ought to be a law against it, but
I wonder why you read it, so
we're even. You can't possibly win
if you're not in the game, but
there isn't any game and if there
was a game you couldn't win anyACTIVITY: Ranking high among the extra-curricular activities of
PARADE: Dress parades play an important part in the military way, so you might/as well go ahead the Clemson College is the work of Clemson's two literary societies.
life of the corps of cadets. It is the corps' way of; paying courtesies to and read. . .
Each Thursday night, the societies hold meetings in debates, informvisiting parties and of indicating to some degree to commanding officers
ative talks and impromptu speeches feautre the programs. This trainOf
course
you've
heard
about
its military efficiency. From a military standpoint, the climax of the
ing leads to work with the forensic council which controls ,all forensics.
year is the annual military day, scenes of which are pictured above, the slightly inebriated gentle- Clemson's debaters and orators have made remarkable records this year
which attract thousands of spectators. This year the traditional cereboasting the state oratorical champion.
man who staggered up to the
mony is scheduled for May 8.
hotel desk and asked for two rooms,
one right across the hall from the
other. When questioned about this
very unusual request he informed
the clerk that if anything happened
to him he'd be right across the
Clemson's debating and oratory
Dean W. H. Washington, superH. H. Willis, G. H. Dunlap and hall. . .
By James McMillan
visor of the Clemson college Sum- teams competed successfully in the
Several hundred persons attend- V. B. Moore have just published a
Then there was the girl who had mer School, has announced sever- Grand Eastern Forensic Tournaed the exercises at Lake Issaqueena new text on Cotton Spinning. This
a foster father and a faster moth- al new features that will be install- ment at Winthrop College, April
when the 23,000 acre project of
text is one of a series on cotton er. She was so dumb that she
7-9.
worn-out farm land surrounding
ed for this summer's session.
Courses in recreational and phythe new lake was dedicated April yarn manufacturing being prepar- thought Vat 69 was the Pope's
The affirmative team composed of
ed under the supervision of H. H. telephone number. . .
sical education, to be placed under W. B. Wade and J. J. Lever, in five
6.
East is east and west is west the direction of Professor G. Fred
Speakers on the program were: Willis and in cooperation with the
and
never the twain shall meet. Kirchner, will feature the enlarged rounds of debate, met Marshall colDr. Eric England, Ag expert, Dr. Textile Foundation. The books of
Well,
what if they should meet? program. Newer aspects of train- lege of West Virginia, Illinois ColWilliam Hartman, regional directhe series which have thus far been It would be a twain wreck . . .
ing for leisure time will be partic- lege, Park college of Missouri, Cator of the Land Utilization diviHave you ever noticed that it's ularly emphasized. With the eversion who presided, and Dr. E. W. published are: (1) Cotton opening,
tawba, and Wofford.
Sikes, president of Clemson Col- Cleaning and Picking, (2) Cotton the well-healed who do the most increasing inroad on the machine
The negative team, F. C. Mills
of labor, the intelligent use of leilege, Governor Olin D. Johnston, Carding, (3) Drawing frames, (4) kicking. . .
A portrait is something that sure time is becoming arilmportant and A. L. Brooks, debated teams
and C. W. Rentz, project manager. Roving Frames, and (5) Cotton
from the University of Cincinnati,
looks
like you, and if it doesn't it's question to all classes.
In buying and developing this
Spinning.
good.
.
.
Emory and Henry, Tennessee PolProfessor
Kirchner
has
studied
area of farm land, the government
Two additional books, one on CotI call my girl Opportunity be- at Springfield, Mass., Nashville, ytechnical Institute, the College of
had several aims in mind, the first
Tenn., and is at present working Charleston, and Wofford.
was to render this land to some ton Cleaning, and the other on cause she necks but once. . .
Many great men attribute their for an advanced degree for Louiuseful purpose, and to move the Combing, will probably be completE. - P. Johnstone represented
extreme old age to the fact that siana State University. The cours- Clemson in seven rounds of orafamilies who were living in this ed by June of this year.
they were born so long ago. . .
es he will offer at Clemson's 1938 tory. His talk is on "The Modern
stricken area to better farm lands.
These texts- are well illustrated
Our shirts are extremely strong. Summer School include: welfare Iscariots."
Second was to demonstrate various
methods of land rehabilitation and thoroughly up-to-date. They They simply laugh at the laundry. work in textile communities; Y. M.
College and universities from
which can be carried out in similar are proving valuable for use in tex- Many of mine come back with their C. A. recreational work; proper over the entire country entered
methods of direction boys' camps, teams in the Grand Eastern Tourcases throughout the old cotton belt. tile schools, in textile evening class- sides split. . .
A bird in the hand is bad table public school playgroundsAlso included in this project is es in industrial centers, and as refnament this year.
manners. . .
a Recreational development which erence books.
-^
Man is the only animal that can
consists of bathing beaches, campbe skinned more than once. . .
ing and picnic grounds, among
Never 'turn your back on a goat.
which are the Indian rail, and WilHe'll
get you in the end. . .
low Spring parks. There is also
Many girls are like a photograph
ample parking space at each point
—overexposed and underdeveloped.
of interest to avoid congestion.
People who live in glass houses
Ten years in the regular Army
A greater portion of the tract is
shouldn't
pitch wild parties. . .
being turned into pasture land. and four years in the Marine Corps
Free advice is the kind that
Several varieties of grass have has been the background of Sercosts you nothing unless you act
been introduced to control erosion
geant H. S. Heath, recently elect- upon it. . .
CLEANLINESS — COURTESY — SERVICE
and to furnish grazing.
ed Sergeant Major in the Clemson
Many modern girls have a
Clemson, South Carolina
bleaches and cream complexion, or
Army staff.
i/
In these fourteen years of ser- maybe it's beaches and gleam. . .
An old maid is a Yes girl who
vice Sergeant HeatlT~has been
*_transferred to several parts of the never had a chance to talk. . .
She was only the banker's daughcountry, his last place of duty being Fort Benning in Georgia. He ter, but she had lots of interest
and no principal. . .
Compliments of
South Carolina farm boys who came to Clemson in April of last
A college professor is a man
year,
and
since
that
time
he
has
have shown interest in agriculture
who talks in somebody else's
through 4-H or F. F. A. club work become a popular member of the
sleep. . .
Clemson
staff.
will have opportunity again this
It's better to give than to lend,
Sergeant
Heath
succeeds
Sergeant
year to compete for 22 scholarships
and it costs about the same. . .
H.
J.
Wilkinson,
who
assumed
the
worth $100 each in the School of
Then there was the absent-mindAgriculture of Clemson College, duties of quartermaster upon the
ed professor who kissed his pretty
according to announcement here by death of Sergeant Harley West.
co-ed student and taught his wife
Prof. W. B. Aull, vice-dean of the
a lesson. . .
School of Agriculture.
My time is your time, but if
These scholarships, offered by
you've
read this far your time is
the Sears-Roebuck Agricultural
my time and we've both wasted a
Foundation, are to aid deserving
lot of it. . .
farm boys, and will be awarded on
competitive examinations. Three of
A group from Clemson's dance
the scholarships will go to boys
in each of the six congressional dis- orchestra, the Jungaleers, will make
tricts with four more to be award- their third annual summer trip to
ed in the state at large to highest Europe this year.
The annual meeting of the SouthThe orchestra composed of L. G.
ranking contestants. Alternates
"GreenviuVs Finest Store for Men"
Fogle of Orangeburg, R. A. Ban- eastern division of the Society for
will be appointed.
Application for admission to the ister of Greenwood, W. F. Horton the Promotion of Engineering Edexamination for these scholarships of Belton, M. V. Osteen of Ander- ucation wil be held at Clemson
must be field on or before June son, and E. W. Shepherd of Sa- April 22-23.
Representatives from schools in
15, 1938, and the examinations will vannah will leave New York July
be held on July 15, 1938, Profes- 23 aboard the S. S. Pennland, a Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, FlorRed Star Liner.
sor Aull states.
Main at North Street
After a tour of Belgium, France, ida, Tennessee, Louisiana, and AlInformation regarding scholastic
requirements and as to place and and parts of Germany and Hol- abama will attend the meet.
Dean S. B. Earle of the Clemhour for examinations in the sev- land, the musicians will board the
eral districts may be had from Dr. S. S. Konigstein at Antwerp, Aug- son engineering school is national
president of the S. P. E. E.
ust 13, for the voyage home.
H. P. Cooper.

Hundreds Attend
Lake Issaqueena
Dedication

Kirchner To
Head Physical
Ed, Course

Textile Profs
Publish Cotton
Text Book

Heath Appointed
Sergeant Major

Debaters Compete
In Eastern
Forensic Meet

(Etemstm drill
A Better Place To Eat

Scholarships
Listed By
Vice-Dean

CLEMSON COLLEGE
LAUNDRY

Jungaleers To
Make Tour
Of Europe

Clemson Host To
SPEE Division

HEYWARD MAHON COMPANY

Headquarters for Clemson Men
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Clemson Places
Boxers In
Tourney Finals
(Continued From Page 8)

Murray and Bill Cason, which
Coach Bob Jones took to Charlottesville, Va. In the first round
these representatives of Clemson's
Southern Conference Champs came
through with flying colors. Captain Dorn was conceded a bye to
gain the semi-finals without swinging a glove. "Ripper" drew the
only man to defeat him in a dual
meet in his college career, F. Jenkins, of the University of South
Carolina, and cracked him down to
win by a knockout. Rugged Bill
Cason, of Savannah, Ga., then came
through with a decision over highly-touted and scientific boxer, Rossi, of Michigan State, to place three
Clemson men in the semi-finals of
the national meet.
Came the semi-finals. Hardhitting "Ripper" climbed into the
ring and proceeded to again drop
his man, Allen Tapman, of Penn.
State, with a crushing right hand
to win by a K. O. Bill Cason,
slugging battler who never retreats
a step, then fought Littlepage, who
was awarded the decision by a very
close margin. Ringside comments
were loud and varied, with the prevailing opinion being that Cason
received a tough verdict. Many
compared the fight to a similar one
in which Rex Williams barely won
over Bill at the Southern Conference. Littlepage went on to knock
Williams out and win the national
title. Captain Dorn met Wilkinson of Mississippi, whom he met
last year in the Nationals in California, and again lost the bout.
Wilkinson's style is comparable to
Pet Lampesis of the Citadel and
Ross's slashing attack just did not
penetrate and enable him to land
one of his killing blows in a vulnerable spot.
"Ripper" met Alperstein, last
year's national lightweight champ,
in the finals. The same Alperstein
who defeated him ' in the early
rounds of the South Carolina meet.
At that time Alpersteni gave "Rip"
the gloves with which he won the
conference. "Rip" almost returned
the compliment by giving him too
many gloves at the National. However, Alperstein won after a tough
battle in which he won the first and
last rounds, the second going to
Murray.
It is such splendid performances
as these that are rapidly placing
Clemson high on the roster of the
National Sports Calendar.
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Newsom With Local Lab
DEPUTATION GROUPS
S. M. Newsom, who completed MAKE TOURS
the Weaving and Designing course
Clemson deputation groups have
at Clemson Textile School in 1934,
A group of Clemson's student is now an instructor in laboratory visited a number of schools, colleges, and high schools during the
leaders discussed "student's prob- work at Clemson Textile School.
past year. Recently the groups
lems" with the college faculty
at a faculty meeting held Wedneshave visited the D. A. R. School
Smith Now At Liberty
day in the administration buildat
Tamassee; the First PresbyterB. E. Smith, Clemson textile
ing.
graduate of 1936 and formerly ian Church at Walhalla; the CenA student committee, headed by with Inman Mills, Inman, S. C, is tral High School; the Pendleton
Cornish Wilkinson, of Spartan- now second hand of spinning at High School, and Easley High
burg, with Earl Ray, of Savan- Easley Mill No. 2, Liberty, S. C.
School.
nah, A. E. Stalvey, of Conway, A.
C. Payne, of Cartersville, and E. conducted by Dean F. H. H. CalOver 200 plants were recently
H. Smith, of Abbeville, presented houn of the Chemistry and Geol- donated to the South Carolina State
the "problems" last month.
ogy school, Professor W. W. Klugh, Sanitorium at State Park by ClemThe discussions Wednesday were and Major T. E. Ramsey.
son College.

Students Attend
Faculty Meet

A series of three "comediesgalore," directed by Sue Blackmon,
will be presented by the Clemson
Block C club Wednesday evening,
April 27, in the chapel.
"Why Teachers Go Nuts," "The
Bigger and Better Babies Contest,"
and "Let The Wedding Bells
Ring" will feature such performers as King Kong Bryant, Goon
Miller, Big Boy Flatham, Shorty
Grayson, and others.

..out £or

more
easure
*

Step right up
and ask for
Chesterfields . . .
they'll give you
\ more pleasure
1
than any cigarette
you ever smoked

Blind Girl To
Appear In
Chapel
Hazel Hurst and her "S.eeing
Eye" dog "Babe" will be presented in the College Chapel at 7:00
P. M. Tuesday, April 19, by the
Fellowship Club.
Miss Hurst, although blind since
birth, entered the New York State
School for the Blind, but left to
enter a "sighted" high school. She
finished a full four year course in
a year and a half as an honor student. The International Rotary
Club has educated her. It was she
who organized the first blind girl
scout troop in New York City, and
is a Golden Eaglet and a troop
lieutenant.
Babe, the dog, is the product
of the famed Seeing Eye training
school of Morristown, New Jersey,
which teaches German Shepards to
lead and care for blind masters.
At the International Rotary Club
convention at Nice, France, Miss
Hurst was one of the principal
speakers. She will come from New
York to Clemson, after which she
will speak before the Rotary Clubs
of Greenville^ Anderson, Walhalla,

hesterfield

the PLEASURE cigarette
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